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Fixation...greed...AnticipationWho is trying to bring the family down and at what cost? The Lofton
sisters had it all, money, success, and happiness. Now someone wanted a part of it. Follow the lives
of the four sisters as they unite to unravel the mystery of who is stalking them. The romance and
intrigue the sisters endure is captivating. The suspense will keep you on the edge of your seat; the
humor will have you laughing out loudâ€¦.
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Obsessive Obsession is Toye Brown's first book. It is a romantic suspense novel that starts slow but
picks up speed as it goes. It is about the love lives of a wealthy minister's four daughters, Toni,
Nayla, Belle and Tina, who find love with good men. The suspense comes when someone tries to
extort money from the family and puts all of them in danger. Instead of reporting it to the authorities,
the women and their boyfriend detectives and husbands work together to solve it on their own.
Although the women were raised in a Christian family, they depart from their Christian upbringing
when they become romantically involved.I liked the story line showing how the family supported one
another and worked together to get to the bottom of the mystery of who doing the stalking and trying

to destroy them. Of the couples, I liked Nayla and Ben the best. My favorite line was when Tina said
to Nayla, "Oh my god, Nayla, you are a walking disaster waiting to happen." I would classify this as
a light humorous suspense romance with a sweet happy ending.I had a hard time at the beginning
keeping all the characters straight so appreciated the list of characters in the Prologue which I found
myself referring back to quite often. It was very helpful. If you are looking for great literature, this
isn't it. However, if you can overlook a lot of spelling errors, and let yourself enjoy the story, it's
worth your while.

Typos...conversations running together....no chapters and all (maybe the book doesn't have these
flaws),I found this to be a very good suspenseful love story.The Lofton sisters have been successful
all their lives.Singing in the family gospel group until they each went to college.Each had a passion
for their profession.Bea Taylor,a Jersey Detective that's good at her job but ain't really stable...she
goes to all lengths to get the man she loves...Bea Taylor is a NUT!!!!Don't miss out on this roller
coaster of emotions read.One of those 'I'm going to read one more page' kind of books.Good job
Ms. Brown.4 star Rating.

The story line is good but is was too long and down out and the criminal should have been caught
earlier. Lets talk about the editing oh I'm sorry what editing its hard to read stories where two
characters are talking and you don't know which one or is. There suppose to be paragraphs and
new line when characters are talking.

I enjoyed this book tremendously although the plot was definitely an attention catcher from
beginning to end it dragged on and jumped from character to character . I intend to read the next
installment in the Lofton series. Keep writing Ms. Toye Brown.

This was fantastic!!! The way the family stuck together is a true reminder, that family ALWAYS
comes first. The parents were exceptional in keeping the funds for each child until they went to
school or started life.

I enjoyed Obsessive/Obsession the book had a great storyline. The book was a little hard to read
with all the spelling and grammar mistakes but I was able to get through. I did have to reread a few
pages a couple of times because I was not sure which character was speaking. I will read other
books by this author because it was a good read.

This book was one of my favorite reading this year so far. The write took you through it and all you
wanted to do was just know why and who. Cause this family was so in tune with church, family,
morals and belief. Love it, Love it...

The book was charismatic in terms of unraveling the mystery. The characters were thoroughly
detailed and enjoyable. This book will keep your interest to the finish.
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